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BLEEDINGOFSINGLESTAGEAXIAL FLOWCOMPRESSOR

PARTI - DESIGNOFROTORANDBLEEDINGANDBLOWINGCONFIGURATIONS

by

R. G. Giffin and L. H. Smith_ Jro

ABSTRACT

An axial-flow high-aspect-ratio transonic compressor rotor blade row
was designed as a research unit for use in an experimental program to study
the effect of case bleed and case blowing at the rotor blade tip on compressor
performance and operating range° Three casing bleed and three casing blowing
configurations were designed with sufficient capacity to enable the injection
or extraction of 4%of the compressor design flowo

SUMMARY

An axial-flow high-aspect-ratio transonic compressor rotor blade row
was designed as a research unit for use in an experimental program to study
the effect of case bleed and case blowing at the rotor blade tip on compressor
performance and operating range° The rotor was designed to produce a total
pressure ratio of 1o47 at a corrected specific weight flow of 29°65 ib/sec-sqo
fto frontal area with a tip speed of 1120 ft/sec0 The value of the tip
diffusion factor is 0°45 and the hub-tip radius ratio is 0.5° Radially
constant total pressure but radially varying losses were used in construction of
the velocity diagrams° The aspect ratio is 4°53 part-span shrouds will be
used to insure satisfactory aero-mechanical performance° The compressor
was designed to be compatible with the General Electric Lynn ComponentTest
Operation HouseCompressorTest Stand° The tip diameter of the compressor
is 34"°

Three casing bleed and three casing blowing configurations were designed
with sufficient capacity to enable the injection or extraction of 4%of the
compressor design flow. A plain casing configuration was also designed to
provide a base for comparison° In additio% design parameters are presented
for a boundary layer trip and inlet screening to permit studying the effects
of boundary layer thickness and inlet flow distortion°
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INTRODUCTION

Boundary layer control has been used successfully as a meansof delaying
flow breakdownand thereby improving the over-all aerodynamic performance
characteristics of several devices° Somenotable examplesare supersonic
inlets (refo i)_ subsonic inlets (ref. 2)_ cascade tunnels (refo 3)_ and
laminar-flow wings (refo 4)° It is speculated that similar improvements in
compressor aerodynamic performance can be accomplished by meansof boundary
layer control in the rotor tip region°

Several experimenters have investigated the three-dimensional flow
phenomenathat occur in the rotor tip region of axial-flow compressors
(refso 5 and 6) and the similar end-wall flow phenomenain cascades (refs. 7
and 8). The complex nature of these flows is traceable to the interactions
of the blade and casing boundary layers_ tip clearanc% and pressure fields°
As a result_ the end-region fluid is prone to separation and_ for moderate
aerodynamic loadings_ to complete breakdown°

The fact that this breakdownof the flow at the casing is responsible
for compressor stage stall has been appreciated for sometime (refo 5)° It
is supported by the knowledge that (i) larger aerodynamic loadings are obtained
in cascade tests without stall for the rotor-tip-section geometries than are
obtained in actual rotors_ (2) blade sections which operate well at other
radial locations produce a wide variation in loss conditions whenplaced near
the tip_ and (3) high-aspect-ratio blade rows stall more easily than lower
aspect ratio blade rows madeup of geometrically similar blade elements,
These all suggest that blade end effects play an important role in stage
performance. Stalls can_ of cours% originate at the hub_ although this is
uncommonin the first or second stage of a multi-stage compressor°

High-aspect-ratio compressor stages have been found to exhibit less
weight flow range than similar stages with lower aspect ratio blading (refso 9
and i0)o Reduced flow range in turn results in poorer off-design performance
and lower tolerance levels to inlet flow distortions when such stages are used
in a multistage machine° Inasmuchas high-aspect=ratio blading is desirable
for compact_ lightweight compressors_methods of improving the flow range for
such stages must be investigated°

Onemethod under study is use of outer case boundary layer control
devices° Accordingly_ a high-aspect-ratio transonic blade row will be operated
in conjunction with three blowing_ three bleed_ and plain case configurations°
Selected configurations will be tested with increased boundary layer thickness
and inlet flow distortion°

This report presents the design of the rotor_ blowing and bleed
configurations_ and associated hardware necessary to perform these tests.
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SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this report:

static-pressure-rise coefficient

specific heat at constant pressure, 0°2399 Btu/ib-°R

diffusion factor

base of natural system of logarithm

frequency_ cps
2

acceleration due to gravity_ 32.174 ft/sec

i = _6_i, degincidence angl%

i = -_s' degincidence angl%
s

mechanical equivalen t of heat_ 778.161 ft-lb/Btu

effective-area coefficient

Mach number

factor in deviation angle relation

rotational speed, rpm

total or stagnation pressur% psia

static or stream pressure, psia

gas constant, 53°342 ft-lb/ib-°R

radius_ inches

mean radius, r = (rlo0 + rlo5 )/2_ inches

entropy, Btu/ib-°R

total or stagnation temperatur% °R

static or stream temperatur% °R

rotor speed_ ft/sec

air velocity, ft/sec

weight flow_ ib/sec

empirical deviation angle adjustment, deg

coordinate along axis, inches

air angl% TAN _ = V /Vz_ deg

ratio of specific heats

blade-chord angle, angle on cylindrical surface between blade chord

and axial direction, deg
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o

_(S

P

f)

O0

deviation angle, 6 ° = _C_2, deg

angle between tangent to streamline projected on meridional plane

and axial direction, deg

efficiency

unit vector in direction of intersection of axisymmetric stream

surface and blade mean surfac% deg

unit vector in direction of intersection of axisymmetric stream

surface and blade suction surface at the leading edge, deg

angle between cylindrical projection of

angle between cylindrical projection of

static or stream density_ ib-sec2/f t4

solidity, ratio of chord to spacing

_K and axial direction_ deg

$£<S and axial direction_ deg

blade-camber angle, difference between angles on cylindrical surface

of tangents to mean camber line at leading and trailing edges_ deg

total-pressure-loss coefficient (defined in ref° 12)

Subscripts:

ad

e

h

i

i-i

J

m

r

t

Z

0

I

1.0

1.5

2

adiabatic

equivalent two-dimensional cascade

hub

arbitrary axial station

preceding arbitrary axial station

air jet for blowing configurations

meridional direction

radial direction

tip

axial direction

tangential direction

leading edge

station at inlet to blade row

station at exit of blade row

trailing edge

Superscript:

' relative to rotor
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ROTOR DESIGN

Overall Design Features

A high-aspect-ratio transonic rotor was designed as an instrument for

evaluating the effects on performance and operating range of casing bleed and

casing blowing. The overall characteristics of the rotor design are contained

in the following list.

lo

2o

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

i0.

ii.

Rotor tip speed_ 1120 ft/sec.

Inlet hub-tip radius rati% 0°50.

Total-pressure rati% io47_ radially constant.

Corrected weight flow per unit frontal area_ 29°65 Ib/sec-sq. ft.

Rotor tip solidity_ i00_ with chord radially constant.

Rotor tip relative Mach number_ 1.2o

Rotor tip diffusion factor_ 0.45.

Rotor blade sectio% double-circular-arc.

Rotor blade aspect rati% 4°5°

Number of rotor blades_ 60.

Rotor tip diameter_ 34 ino

The rotor tip diffusion factor of 0.45 is somewhat higher than is common

practice for stages with a radius ratio of 0°5° This moderately large value was

selected with the expectation that the boundary layer control devices to be

investigated will permit operation at loading levels that exceed those given by

conventional design criteria. The remaining items were selected as being typical

of a compressor front stag% the most likely application of a boundary layer con-

trol device. The rotor tip diameter was selected to be compatible with the

General Electric Lynn Component Test Operation House Compressor Test Stand.

The overall flowpath is shown in figure i0
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Method of Calculation for Rotor Design

The overall calculation procedure used for this design is outlined in
reference II_ and the principal equations used are contained herein in the
appendix°

The overall calculation schememaybe summarizedas follows: The flow
is considered at a number of axial stations (z = constant planes)_ and the
radial-equilibrium equation_ energy equation_ and continuity condition are
employed at each of them to determine the distribution of flow properties
from hub to casing° It is necessary_ however_ that these distributions
obtained separately at each station be consistent from station to station and
that the radial acceleration which a fluid particle undergoes as it passes
from station to station be accounted for in the radial-equilibrium equation°
This is done by assuming shapes for the meridional streamlines consistent
with the continuity condition at each station and by expressing the radial
acceleration in terms of the streamline slope and curvature° A method
of solution by iteration is programmedfor the General Electric computer
under the nameCompressorAxisymmetric Flow Determination program_hereafter
referred to as CAFDo This program was used for the present design°

A total of twelve calculation stations and ten equal-flow streamtubes
were used to arrive at the design vector diagrams for the rotor° Figure 2
shows the locations of the calculation stations and the resulting design
streamlines in the neighborhood of the rotor° The first calculation station_
0°27 was located approximately i0" forward of the rotor and the last calculation
station_ 3°0_ was located approximately 15" aft of the rotor (the annulus
height at rotor leading edge is 8°5"); the streamline slope and curvature
boundary conditions were established at these end stations° Two of the
calculation stations were located immediately upstream and downstreamof the
blade axial projection extremities (stations io0 and io5_ respectively); the
vector diagrams at these stations were used for setting the blades° One
station internal to the rotor_ (station io25)_ located approximately at the
blade stacking axis_ was included to improve the overall accuracy of the
solution by including the effects of blade thickness blockage on the slopes
and curvatures at the blade inlet and discharge stations°

Effective-Area Coefficient

In the application of the CAFDprocedure to the present design_ no
attempt was madeto calculate the localized velocity variations that occur
deep in the annulus wall boundary layers° Instead_ the calculated free-stream
flow distributions were continued to the annulus boundaries, The weight flow
used at each station was related to the actual weight flow by an effective-
area coefficient_ Kbk_ that accounts for the displacement thicknesses of the
wall boundary layers° Suitable values for the effective-area coefficient
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were selected on the basis of past experience; an effective-area coefficient
of 0°98 was used at all stations forward of the rotor and 0°95 at all stations
aft of the rotor° Since both bleed and blowing boundary layer control schemes
will be investigated with this rotor_ it was judged unwise to try to account
for either bleed or blowing flow rates in the selection of these values.

At calculation stations where physical obstructions to the flow exist_
such as stations internal to a blade row_ a modifier must be included in the
effective-area coefficient to reflect the reduction of flow area° This
modifier is_ in general_ a function of radius since both the circumference
and the tangential thickness of the blades are dependent upon radius. The
presence of a part-span shroud in the present design was reflected at the
internal blade calculation station by distributing the resulting flow area
reduction uniformly across the annulus; this method was judged most appropriate
within the overall framework of the calculation procedure° The blade thickness
blockage was distributed radially as it actually occurred_ however. The
combined effects of boundary layer_ blade thickness_ and part-span shroud
blockage resulted in effective-area coefficients for the internal blade
calculation station varying from 0°895 at the tip to 0.785 at the hub.

Annulus Shapeand Axial Velocities

For given overall design requirements_ usually specified by weight flow_
pressure ratio_ and blade speed_ the annulus area is the primary factor in
determining the level of axial velocity° Whenselecting axial velocity levels
the following factors must be considered: (i) for a given value of blade
loading parameter_ such as diffusion factor_ a reduction in axial velocity
across the rotor tends to reduce the pressure ratio capability of the rotor_
(2) a large increase in axial velocity tends to choke the annulus or to
pose diffusion problems for succeeding blade rows_ and (3) the slopes and
curvatures of the casing and hub surfaces can sometimesbe used effectively
to yield axial velocity profiles that tend to strengthen the traditionally
weak blade-end regions° An additional factor for consideration in this
design is that the rotor is not immediately followed by a statoro Under this
circumstanc% annulus choke downstreamof the rotor becomesan important
consideration°

The hub and tip contours for this stage were calculated based on the
above considerations and the resulting flow path is shownin figure Io
Figure 2 is an enlargement of the flow path in the neighborhood of the rotor.
Included in this figur% for reference purpose% are the streamlines
obtained from the design calculations° The rotor inlet and exit axial
velocity distributions are plotted in figure 3o
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Total-Pressure Ratio and Loss Coefficients

The selection of diffusion factor_ solidity_ inlet relative velocity and7
from the preceeding section_ axial velocity ratio for the rotor tip section_
permits calculation of the change in angular momentumacross this section of
the rotor° The change in angular momentumand a suitable rotor total-pressure-
loss coefficient determine the rotor total-pressure ratio_ 1o47 for this design_
The total-pressure ratio was maintained constant over the radial height of the
blade° The equations used for these calculations are given in reference 127
except the following definition of diffusion factor was used:

V' rio - r 1io 5 5V01o 5 o0V@Io 0
D = i +

V _ 2 _ O-- V _
1.0 io0

This form is preferred when there is a change in radius as the flow passes

through a blade row°

The profile loss portions of the rotor total-pressure-loss coefficients

used in the CAFD calculations were determined from the NASA method given in

reference 127 except that the special curve for the 10% immersion was not used°
Additive shock losses were included where the relative inlet Mach number

exceeded unity° These losses were calculated by the NASA method given in

reference 13. The diffusion factors and Mach numbers used to calculate the

total-pressure-loss coefficients were taken from a preliminary rotor design

and were therefore slightly different from those calculated in the final

design° Figure 4 shows the radial distribution of rotor total-pressure-loss

coefficient that was employed°

The radial distributions of adiabatic efficiency and diffusion factor

resulting from these assumptions are shown in figures 5 and 6_ respectively°

In addition 7 the radial distributions of relative Mach number and relative

air angle at rotor inlet and rotor exit and the static-pressure-rise coefficient

distribution are shown in figures 7 through 9_ respectively°

Rotor Blade Shape Design

A constant-chord 4°5 aspect-ratio rotor employing double-circular-arc

blade sections was selected to fulfill the requirements of this design° The

design of the rotor sections was performed along streamlines utilizing the

projection of reference 14o Briefly_ this projection cuts the blades along

the axisymmetric surfaces of the meridional flow but views the cross sections

by looking along a radial lineo Incidence and deviation angles are defined

accordingly. Angles in this projection are termed "cascade angles"°
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The blade design was based on the vector diagrams at station 1.0 for
rotor inlet and at station 1o5 for rotor exit; see figure 2, Except at the
hub_ the axial projections of the rotor leading and trailing edges are some-
what removedfrom the axial locations of these calculation stations.
Reduction of the aerodynamic test data will incorporate a method for
correcting quantities from the measurementplanes to the blade edges at
both inlet and exit° To enable comparison with test results_ the design
calculations were cross-plotted and extrapolated to determine the edge
values of several pertinent parameters° The dashed lines in figures 37 7_
87 i0 and ii show the differences between the edge values and the calculation
station values for these parameters°

The incidence angles employed in this design are shownin figure I0.
These values were selected on the basis of past experience but subject to the
additional criterion that the blade throat is adequate so as to preclude the
condition of choking° The final rotor geometry was checked for this condition;
the effects of radius change and streamtube convergence along streamlines were
included and_ on the average7 the throat area was 8%larger than the capture
area° For the transonic Machnumbers at which this rotor must operat%
this throat area was judged to be acceptable,

The deviation angles were obtained by applying Carter's Rule (ref_ 15)
to an equivalent two-dimensional cascade along with an empirical adjustment
resulting from experience in the aerodynamic design and performance synthesis
of this general type of rotor° The equivalent two-dimensional cascade is
defined as having (i) the sameinlet conditions_ circulation_ and incidence
as the cascade it is equivalent of 7 and (2) no change in radius or axial
velocity across it, The exit air angle of this equivalent cascade is given
by

rlo5 X Vzlo5 X TAN_o5 + ' -
TAN_i_5e - rl.0 Vzl°0 Vzl.0 _r--_.0/

The deviation angle was obtained from Carter°s Rule using the camber of
the equivalent cascade but the stagger of the actual cascade_ plus an empirical
adjustment_ Xo

_g _ il" v +X_= 1.0 0 _l.5e + X
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The values used for m were those given in reference 15 for circular-arc camber
lines° Figure ii shows the empirical adjustment and the resulting deviation
angles for this design°

The double-circular-arc blade sections were specified on cylindrical
surfaces° The cylindrical-section leading- and trailing-edge angles were
obtained by applying the descriptive geometry effects of meridional angle
and blade lean angle to the cascade edge angles° Figure 12 gives plots of
the resulting cylindrical-section camber and chord angle distributions°
Because the error involved is negligibl% the developed cylindrical sections
will be interpreted as plane sections normal to the stacking axis for ease
of manufacture°

Rotor Blade Aeromechanical Design

The primary considerations for defining an aeromechanically workable
configuration consistent with the overall objectives of this program were
(i) avoiding self-excited vibration_ (2) the response to per-rev excitations_
and (3) steady stress conditions.

Because of the moderately high aspect-ratio selected for the design and
the uncertainty of the aerodynamic environment associated with the casing
bleed and blowing and inlet distortions, part-span shrouds were considered
mandatory. Accordingly_ the margin over two per-rev excitation was not a
problem. Rather_ attention was directed toward avoiding resonance of the
first flexural frequency with integral-order per-rev excitation at three-per-
rev and higher.

The resulting estimated blade vibrational frequencies and anticipated
resonance conditions are shownin figure 13.

The estimated incidence angle margin between self-excitation and clean
inlet stall is 3° in the tip region at 80%speed_where the incidence margin
appears to be smallest° However_the significance of this margin is clouded by
the uncertainties of the aerodynamic environment in the tip region associated
with the casing bleed and blowing configurations_ inlet distortions and
manufacturing deviations.

Table i is a listing of the pertinent calculated aeromechanical quantities
for this design.
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TESTVEHICLE

Inlet Ducting

The conditions of zero inlet swirl and moderately thin casing boundary
layer require incorporation of a flow straightener in the vehicle inlet and
provision for a large area contraction into the test vehicle; see figure i_
The flow straightener has honeycombtype cells which are approximately
equivalent to a 7/8" diameter; the length of the cells is 8"° An axisym-
metric flux plot of the inlet contraction region yields the casing velocity
distribution shown in figure 14; the presence of the four struts was
ignored for purposes of this calculation. The lack of adverse gradients
suggests conditions conducive for a healthy boundary layer°

Outlet Guide Vanes

A set of outlet guide vanes was designed for the vehicle in order to
remove swirl and decrease Machnumber so that the facility exhaust system
pressure drop will be minimized. Since the limiting facility condition
occurs during high-flow operation of the rotor_ the outlet guide vanes were
designed for operation in the high-flow-low-pressure region of the
characteristic. This design was accomplished by making an off-design
CAFDcalculation in which the design relative flow angles were specified
at rotor exit_ the weight flow increased by 8%_and the rotor efficiency
decreased from approximately 90.5%at design to 72%. The resulting average
pressure ratio from the rotor is io22_ which approximates the facility
limit for this level of flowo Since the outlet guide vanes have adjustable
stagger_ any problems associated with their high incidence operation on
the high-pressure part of the characteristic can be readily eliminated°

A modified NACA65-series thickness distribution was selected for the
outlet guide vanes and a circular-arc camber line was used° The hub
solidity was selected as io4_ and the chord was maintained constant radially.
The aspect ratio is approximately 2°

Distortion Screens

Radial and circumferential distortion screens were designed to provide
a total pressure loss of 15%at the rotor inlet instrumentation station°
The circumferential screen will cover a 90° arc of the inlet annulus while
the radial screen will cover the outer 40%of the inlet annulus° The
solidity of the screens for both types of distortion was determined to be
0.54. This value of solidity was arrived at utilizing test data of
reference 16 which approximates the desired design_ and a correlation of
screen total pressure loss coefficient with screen solidity and screen
inlet Machnumber (ref. 17)0
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A screen with approximately 0.016 inch wire diameter and 20 meshwill
provide the required 0°54 solidity° These distortion screens will be
supported by a screen covering the entire annulus whosewire diameter is
about 0°092 inches and which has a 3/4 inch mesh°

Boundary Layer Trip

A boundary layer trip was designed to provide a meansof determining the
effect of an increased boundary layer on performance of the best blowing and
the best bleeding configurations° The estimated boundary layer momentum
thickness for the plain case is 0°08 inches° Using classical flat-plate
turbulent boundary layer theory and test data where a boundary layer trip
was utilized) it was determined that an annulus ring which protrudes 0°3 inches
into the airstream from the outer casing would approximately double the
boundary layer momentumthickness°

CASINGBLEEDANDBLOWINGCONFIGURATIONS

It has been observed experimentally that the tip portion of the first
rotor in a compressor is more prone to stall than the balance of the blade
(ref. 5)° Experience with blade element performance in this region indicates
that the static-pressure-rise coefficient) defined as the ratio of static
pressure rise to inlet relative dynamic head) is limited to values of 0.45
to 0.50 when stall is approached. If static-pressure-rise coefficients in
excess of these values are attempted the result is increased losses and
hence low efficiency) with no appreciable increase in pressure rise.

The examination of cascade data) obtained under the condition of two-
dimensionality) shows that static-pressure-rise coefficients of about 0=6
can be obtained without losses becoming excessive° Hence it would be expected
that a compressor operating without the detrimental effects of wall boundary
layers and clearances would not approach stall until the static-pressure-rise
coefficient is increased to about 0.6. Under this hypothesis) the augmentation
device employed to locally improve the tip element performance need only be
sufficient to provide 0oi0 to 0.15 units of static-pressure-rise coefficient.
Any additional capability could not be used since someother portion of the
rotor would be likely to precipitate stall°

Preliminary Analysis of Blowing Configurations

The simplest way in which we can obtain somenumerical estimate of the
beneficial action of a jet sheet ejected from the casing upstream of the
rotor is to consider that the limiting tip element static-pressure-rise
coefficient remains at) say) 0°45) but that the inlet relative dynamic
pressure to be used with this coefficient is that of the jet. Then) in
order to attain the static pressure rise that the free-stream is capable
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of (say 60%of the free-stream relative dynamic pressure) it would be necessary
for the jet to have a relative dynamic pressure (0°60)/(0.45) = 1o33 times
that of the free-streamo This is an optimistic answer because it is based
upon the implicit assumption that the tip element will be fully bathed in
jet flow, whereas actually the amount of jet fluid that can be used does
not permit this° On the other hand, it should be possible to design the
jet nozzle so that the rotor incidence angle for the jet fluid has a value
that is more favorable than normally occurs in a casing boundary layer, so
to this extent the answer is pessimistic.

There will be considerable mixing of the jet fluid and the mainstream
fluid as it proceeds through the blade row, and this will provide the mechanism
for somepressure rise augmentation, as in an ejector or jet pump° Thus an
examination of ejector data was undertaken in order to estimate the potential
effects of such a mixing process. It is not proposed that the ejector
analogy represents the principal mechanismthrough which blowing will be
beneficial, but it was felt that knowledge of the potential magnitude of
the phenomenonwould be helpful in selecting configurations and analyzing
results.

Two observations relative to ejector data are: (i) a substantial mixing
length (approximately i0 diameters) is required in order to obtain the full
static pressure rise benefit from the momentuminterchange between the
primary and secondary flows and (2) the mixing length, for a given pressure
rise, is greatly reduced by the use of a multiple-jet arrangement° For
any increase in static pressure rise obtainable from the augmentation device to
be effective in a rotor it must occur, in axial length, before the rotor
trailing edge is passed. This length, compared to an equivalent diameter
of any reasonable hypothetical ejector model of the tip region, is very
short; the ratio of length to equivalent-diameter has an order of magnitude
of unity_ Examination of the data in references 18 and 19 indicates that
the increase in static-pressure-rise coefficient due to the ejector effect
will amount to less than 0°05 units for a length-to-diameter ratio of unity.

The data in reference 18 also indicates thata multiple-jet primary
ejector will produce nearly twice the increase in static pressure as a
single-jet primary ejector for a given short length. Although the expected
increase in static-pressure-rise coefficient is small in an absolute sense,
it is a significant percentage of the required increase°

To prevent local stalling of the tip section due to poor incidence angle
in the region occupied by the jet, the absolute angle at which the jet issues
from the casing must be controlled as a function of the absolute jet Velocity
so as to approximately align the relative flow angle of the jet with the
relative flow angle of the free-streamo For purposes of performing
calculations, a corrected compressor speed of 70%of design speedwas
selected, since this is representative of the condition where the augmentation
device would be of most benefit for the first stage of a multi-stage
compressor. Figure 15 is a velocity diagram showing the relationship
between jet velocity and jet flow angle when the rotor is operating near
its estimated 70%speed stall point.
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Preliminary Analysis of Bleed Configurations

Reference 6 presents detailed measurementsthat describe the flow field
behind the tip region of a rotor. These results show_near the wall_ that
the axial velocity is small but that the tangential velocity is large°
Confirming data are shownin figure 16_ which is a photograph of the casing
windows from the General Electric four-stage Low SpeedResearch Compressor.
These windows had been in place over the four rotor blade rows when the
lamp black and oil flow traces shownwere made° In this figure the rotor
moves from left to right and the through-flow is downward. There are two
crayon lines on each window that indicate the leading-edge and trailing-
edge planes of the rotor blades. Also_ at certain places crayon marks
indicate the locations of adjacent stator vanes. It can be seen that the
flow direction in the rotor tip region is primarily circumferential_ but
near the leading edge there is a through-flow component_while in the rear
portion the flow frequently has an upstream component. These flows tend to
coalesce at a location in the front half of each blade row° The pattern
shownoccurred when the compressor was near stall; with more open throttle
positions the line of coalescence was further aft. This indicates that
the extent of axial back_flow increases in the casing boundary layer as a
machine is throttled toward stall. Casing measurementstaken upstream and
downstreamof the third rotor confirm this_ and indicate that the displace-
ment thickness of the axial-velocity casing boundary layer increases
rapidly as stall is approached. It is reasonable to expect that if this
casing boundary layer fluid could be removed_a higher pressure rise could
be sustained before stall occurs°

Onemethod of removing the boundary layer is by bleeding through an
annular slot. Experiments on diffusers and inlets that incorporate such
devices show that their location is important relative to obtaining optimum
performanc% and as a general rule they are most effective when located
near the position at which separation would otherwise occur. This suggests
a slot location near the mid-chord position of the rotor or betweenmid-
chord and the leading edge. A slot at this location_ however_would locally
increase the rotor tip clearanc% which is known to have an adverse effect
on rotor performance° Thus_ large bleed flow rates would be required since
the adverse effect of the increased tip clearance would have to be overcome
before any net gain could be realized_ A casing slot at the rotor trailing
edge would largely eliminate the tip clearance problem_ but probably at the
expense of the performance potential of the sloto Another location is
forward of the rotor; here the objective would be the reduction of the
rotor inlet boundary layer thickness_

The previously cited data from reference 6 and from the Low Speed
Research Compressorare representative only of the time-average flows.
Reference 5 presents hot-wire anemometerdata which show the time-variation
of the rotor discharge tip region flows. Oneof the more interesting
features of these data is the discovery of a loss cor% located approxi-
mately midwaybetween adjacent blades_ which grows in size with increased
throttling. Apparently_ therefor% only a portion of the tip region fluid
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has low axial momentum°This observation suggests a bleed configuration
designed to selectively bleed the low-axial-momentum fluid contained in
the loss-core region while by-passing the high-axial-momentum fluid°
Orientation of bleed holes in the tangential direction has a potential
for accomplishing this. The high-axial-momentum fluid has a large axial
velocity and therefore will not be aligned with the holes° The low-axial-
momentumfluid has a low axial velocity and therefore will be aligned
with the holes; this should tend to increase the effective-area coefficient
of the holes and to take advantage of the large circumferential dynamic
pressure that the low-axial-momentum fluid has°

The quantity of flow that must be removed in order to obtain a
substantial gain in stall performance is not clear. However_the results
of reference 6 showan axial-velocity-profile boundary layer displacement
thickness of approximately 20%of the blade staggered spacing_ (defined as
the circumferential distance between blades times the cosine of the blade
chord angle)° Other unpublished data have shownapproximately the same
results with various aspect ratios and soliditieso For the present
geometry this displacement thickness is equivalent to approximately 3%
of the compressor weight flow.

Selection and Design of Bleed and Blowing Configurations

Based on the foregoing considerations_ three bleed and three blowing
boundary-layer-control configurations were selected for experimental
evaluation° Bleed configuration i is an annular flush slot in the casing
located at the rotor leading edge (figo 17)o Bleed configurations 2 and
3 (fig. 18) consist of honeycombsections in the casing_ over the rotor_
with the center lines of the cells tilted 55° and 70 ° from radial in the

tangential direction° Each of the three bleed configurations was sized such

that up to 4% of the compressor design weight flow can be extracted°

Configurations 2 and 3 were designed such that the axial extent of the

honeycomb sections can be increased as indicated in figure 18 to permit

increased flow extraction_ but these portions will be kept covered unless

early test results indicate that more bleed area is required.

Blowing configuration i (fig° 19) consists of a series of discrete

inclined holes in the casing slightly forward of the rotor blade_ Blowing

configurations 2 and 3 (fig° 20) are an annular flush slot located axially

slightly forward of the rotor leading edge° Provisions for changing the

direction of the flow from this slot were made and jet angles of approxi-

mately 35 ° and 20 ° from axial were tentatively selected as blowing

configurations 2 and 37 respectively° Each of the three blowing config-
urations was sized such that up to 4% of the compressor design weight

flow can be injected_
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The following table summarizesthe pertinent parameters used in the
detailed designs°

Configuration Type Bleed Blowing

Configuration Number i 2 3 i 2 3
Effective-Area-Coefficient °90 .75 .75 _92 °95 °95

Total Temperatur% °R 520 650 650 642 642 642

Total Pressur% psia 14o70 17395 17o95 22°75 22.75 22.75

The total pressure for the blowing configurations was calculated utilizing
the choked flow pressure ratio and the tip casing static pressure at design°
It was assumedthat the blowing flow source in an actual engine application
would be the rear stages of the (multistage) compressor° A line loss of
15%of the rear stage total pressure was assumed° An assumedadiabatic
compression efficiency of 75%determined the blowing flow total temperature.
A 40° swirl angle was assumedfor purposes of sizing the slot.

The bleed configuration i total pressure and total temperature are
standard inlet conditions° The effective-area coefficient for this configuration
was selected to reflect the presence of the casing boundary layer. For bleed
configurations 2 and 3_ the absolute velocity in the tip region of the rotor
was assumedentirely tangential with a magnitude equal to the average of the
wheel speed and the design discharge tangential velocity° Euler's equation
was applied to determine the tip region total temperature. The implied
Machnumberand the casing static pressure were used to determine the total
pressureo The angle of the honeycomb_relative to a radial lin% was selected
as 55° for bleed configuration 2 and 70° for bleed configuration 3. These
angles reflect the required radial velocity of the bleed flow,,
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APPENDIX

The continuity condition and the energy equation employed are_ respectively_
from reference 20_

2_g Frt (AI)

W = 144 Jr h KbK p Vz r d r

and

(U V@) i - (U V@)i_ I = g J Cp (Ti - Ti_l)
(A2)

where

2

T = t + V (A3)
2 gJ c

P

The equation of state is

p = g p R t/144 (A4)

with specific heats assumed constant°

Theradial-equilibrium equation used for this design is from

reference ii_

14 11 z21 o2]= - r VZ +
p _r I - Mm z - Dz-2--

VrMmzl _V _ TANGi z r_r 1

(A5)

This equation is exact (within the assumptions stated in reference ii) at
stations external to the blade row° Since the one internal blade section

that was employed was located approximately at the blade stacking axis_ the

other terms that normally appear in the radial-equilibrium equation for

internal blade stations (see reference ii) were either zero or were judged

to be negligible.



Because a form of the radial-equilibrium equation employing static
pressure was used_ an entropy gradient term does not appear explicitly.
The entropy variations that result from radially non-constant losses are
correctly accounted for_ however_ through the use of

i _-i -S

ei _ Si i-i (A6)
Ti = c

Ti-i Pi-I/ e p

which results from the definition of entropy and the assumption of a perfect

gas°
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Table 1 - Aeromechanical data for rotor blade

Stresses (psi)

Average root centrifugal stress

Total stress at root

Convex side

Trailing edge
Concave side

Total stress at shroud

Convex side

Trailing edge

Concave side

Maximum estimated stall vibratory stress

at shroud

Convex side

Blade natural

Ist flexural

2nd flexural

3rd flexural

Ist torsional

frequencies at design speed (cps)

472

1493

1994

1207

Tip Untwist at design speed (deg)

Material 6AI-4V-Ti Titanium alloy

247372

33_ 307

33_ 447

23_ 820

621

167916

147520

147200

(32% endurance)

1o3
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